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1 Some puzzles about locality
• Theories of locality ideally tell us what things are accessible to various kinds of dependencies.

(1) [ X ... [ ... [ ... [ ... Y [ ... [ ...
Can Y move to X?
Can X agree with Y?
Can X control Y?
etc.

• We know that dependency formation is impacted by several factors...

1. Whether there is an intervener...

(2) [ X ... [ ... [ ... Y1 [ ... Y2 [ ... [ ...
Y2 can’t be a dependent of X because Y1 is closer.

(3) Superiority effects:
a. Who bought what?
b. *What did who buy?

2. Whether the dependent is embedded in a clause, and if so, what kind...

(a) Complement clauses trigger successive cyclicity.

(4) [ X ... [ ... [CP C ... [ ... [ ... Y [ ... [ ...
Y can’t be a dependent of X unless it moves to Spec CP first.

(5) West Ulster all-stranding in embedded Spec CP (McCloskey, 2000, ex.8,9)
a. What did he say [<what> all (that) he wanted <what all>]?
b. Where do you think [<where> all they’ll want to visit <where all>]?

(b) Adjunct clauses often block dependencies across them entirely.

(6) [ X ... [ ... [AdjP ... [ ... [ ... Y [ ... [ ...
Y can’t be a dependent of X.

(7) *What did Sue arrive [before Max ate <what>]?

3. Whether the dependent is embedded in a specifier.
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(8) [ X ... [ ... [ ... [ [spec ... Y ... ] ... [ ... [ ...
Y can’t be a dependent of X.

(9) *What did [pictures of <what>] impress Sue?

• This is a lot of different-looking conditions... it would be nice if we could appeal to some more
general theory, that captures all of the above.

• Today:

– We will explore some assumptions about Merge, and see where they take us.

– They’ll take us to a theory of feature projection, which gives us a hook into a picture of
locality.

– We will adopt a toy theory of feature projection based on the CED...

(10) The Condition on Extraction Domains (CED) (Huang, 1982; Chomsky, 1986;
Cinque, 1990; Manzini, 1992):
Movement may not cross a barrier XP, unless XP is a complement.

– ...and show how it derives successive cyclicity without appealing to phase theory.

2 Some thoughts on feature-driven Merge
• An assumption from Chomsky (1995): Merge is feature-driven

– Features that drive Merge get checked when they merge with certain other features.

– Suppose that the checking algorithm looks like the function in (12).

(11) [·α·] = an instruction to merge with a bearer of α (Müller, 2010)

(12) Merge([·X·][X]) = [·X·]
YP[·X·]

XPY
[·X·]

• A second assumption: feature-checking takes place under sisterhood (Neeleman & van de Koot,
2002; Adger, 2003; Zeijlstra, 2020)

(13) Checking under sisterhood:
YP[·X·]

[·X·]

...Y

XP

YP??

[]

...Y
[·X·]

XP
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• What does this do for us?

– It requires us to have a theory of feature projection, or else we couldn’t have specifiers.

(14) Merge features originate on heads, and project to bar-level nodes to license specifiers
YP[·X·][·Z·]

Y′[·X·][·Z·]

ZPY
[·X·]
[·Z·]

XP

– We have checked features floating around the tree (see Chomsky 1995, page 256 for some
precedent).

* Adger (2003) says that those features get deleted, but then we need an extra operation
Delete applying at every instance of Merge... what if we just let checked features stick
around?

• Ok, so we have features like [X], [·X·], and [·X·], and we need some algorithm deciding where,
when and which of them get projected to have a complete picture of clause construction.

– Received wisdom:

1. Category features (e.g. [X]): must project at least to the maximal node for labeling pur-
poses, probably not further if they get selected

(15) Category labels have features of their heads
YP[Y]

Y′[Y]

ZPY[Y]

XP

(16) Category features get consumed by selection
[·Y·]

YP[Y]

Y′[Y]

ZPY[Y]

XP

B
[·Y·]

2. Unchecked features (e.g. [·X·]): must project at least to the bar-level node to license
specifiers

(14) Merge features originate on heads, and project to bar-level nodes to license spec-
ifiers, get consumed by the time the maximal node is built

YP[·X·][·Z·]

Y′[·X·][·Z·]

ZPY
[·X·]
[·Z·]

XP
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3. Checked features (e.g. [·X·]): what I want to figure out today.

• Why do I care about the projection of checked features?

– Because they encode information about the make-up of a constituent.

(17) What these features mean
a. [X] = I am an X
b. [·X·] = I want an X
c. [·X·] = I am not an X, but I dominate one

* What if higher probes used this information to determine whether and what kinds of
goals were accessible to them?

(18) Accessibility
A probe A searching for a goal B may only initiate Search for B if there is a path
from A to B.
(taking inspiration from Kayne 1981; Pesetsky 1982; McFadden & Sundaresan
2019)

(19) Path
There is a Path from A to B if every node that dominates B, up to A’s sister, bears
a feature checked by B.

(20) A long-distance path from A to B

[·B·]

[·B·]

[·B·]

B[·B·]

...

...

A

* Paths facilitate dependencies by guiding the probe’s Search for its goal.
· Chomsky (2004) suggests that probing involves an operation of “Minimal Search”
→ the search procedure stops once a match has been found
See Branan & Erlewine (2021) for an overview of possible Search procedures and Preminger 2019; Ke 2019; Atlamaz 2019; Krivochen 2022; Chow 2022 for more

specific proposals.

· On this view, Search isn’t blind: it only examines nodes bearing [·B·] (until it finds
a B-bearing element)

· If A’s sister does not bear a feature checked by B (i.e. because there is no local B),
Search fails at the outset, without examining any nodes in the tree.

• Takeaway:

– Feature-driven Merge + checking under sisterhood implies projection of features, includ-
ing checked features.
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– Projected checked features created paths between probes and goals.

• Next:

– Developing conditions on feature projection

2.1 Towards a theory of feature projection
• So far we have two ingredients of the theory:

1. Ingredient 1: checked features stick around

2. Ingredient 2: some amount of feature projection happens

• Question: under what general conditions do features project?

– The most ideal theory would make as few distinctions as possible

* “Everything projects” or “nothing projects” is better than “some things but not others
project”

· We know that at least unchecked features and category features project sometimes,
so we can’t say nothing projects.

· Conclusion: “everything projects” is the next best option→ checked features project

• The CED says non-complements are opaque for movement → maybe this is due to the feature
projection algorithm.

(21) A feature projection algorithm:
a. Non-maximal projections project all of their features to the maximal node.
b. Complements (i.e. sisters of heads) project all of their features.
c. Specifiers/adjuncts project no features.

• We suggest a more nuanced version of the feature projection algorithm in Newman & Branan
(2023), which accounts for both the CED and its exceptions. This simpler one will do for now.

• Illustrating feature projection from maximal projections in different contexts.

(22) XP projects [·Y·] to a higher node if it is a complement
Z′[·Y·]

XP[·Y·]Z

(23) XP does not project [·Y·] to a higher node if it is a specifier
ZP

Z′

FPZ

XP[·Y·]
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• Takeaway:

– Features may project past maximal projections if they are complements.

• Next:

– Showing how this lays the groundwork for a unified theory of locality

3 Extending the theory
• We have a theory that predicts complements to be transparent while specifiers/adjuncts are opaque.

– Digging a bit deeper, what do the relevant paths actually look like?

– And can this approach also explain the other kinds of locality effects that we discussed, rather
than just the CED?

• Exciting result: the theory subsumes Relativized Minimality and Phase Theory.

3.1 Intervention effects
• A question arises: if there are two DPs selected in some structure, are multiple [·D·] features

projected?

– If so, does this matter?

(24) A tree with multiple DPs

[·D·][·D·]

[·D·][·D·]

vP[·D·][·D·]

v′.[·D·][·D·]

VP[·D·]

DPV
[·D·]

v
[·D·]

DP

...

...

T
[·D·]

– Recall: features represent types rather than tokens

* Type notions of features are necessary if multiple checking is possible.

(25) Multiple features checked by the same element at the same time: (a) and (b) have
the same structures/derivations but project different features
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a. One checked Y feature
X′[·Y·]

YPX
[·Y·]

b. Two checked Y features
X′[·Y·][·Y·]

YPX
[·Y·]
[·Y·]

(26) Multiple features checked by different elements at different times: (a) and (b)
have different structures/derivations but project the same features
a. Two checked Y features = two merged YPs

ZP[·Y·][·Y·]

Z′[·Y·][·Y·]

XP[·Y·]

YPX
[·Y·]

Z
[·Y·]

YP

b. Two checked Y features = one merged+re-merged YP
ZP[·Y·][·Y·]

Z′[·Y·][·Y·]

XP[·Y·]

<YP>X
[·Y·]

Z
[·Y·]

YP

– Conclusion: number of checked features on a node does not uniquely correspond to the num-
ber of distinct checkers

• In other words, having a checked Y feature means something like has the property of containing at
least one YP.

3.1.1 Redundancy

• With type notions of features, the above trees have a lot of redundancy.

(27) Multiple checked features are redundant
XP[·Y·][·Y·] contains the same information as XP[·Y·]

• Suppose: the derivation doesn’t want to carry around redundant information, in which case let’s
imagine that instances of XP[·Y·][·Y·] always get converted into XP[·Y·].

– Prediction 1: multiple instances of the same features are not allowed
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– Prediction 2: if two features stand in an entailment relationship, only the more specific one
should project

(28) Predictions schematized:
a. Prediction 1: *XP[·Y·][·Y·], XXP[·Y·]
b. Prediction 2: *XP[·Y·][·Z·], where Y→Z, XXP[·Y·]

• Now putting it all together: Intervention effects just follow from Minimal Search

– I won’t give an explicit Search algorithm here, but see Branan & Erlewine (2021) for some
ideas.

– The gist: the probe searches every node with [·D·] until it finds a DP, and then stops.

(29) Minimal Search on a simplified tree

[·D·]

[·D·]

vP[·D·]

v′.[·D·][·D·]

VP[·D·]

DPV
[·D·]

v
[·D·]

DP

...

...

T
[·D·]

• Takeaway:

– Features are types rather than tokens.

– Redundant features get deleted.

– Minimal Search is the only locality principle we need to capture CED and intervention
effects.

• Next:

– Looking at paths of unselected features, which behave surprisingly, and showing how
constraining those paths enforces successive cyclic movement → covers the facts that
phase theory was developed for

3.2 Thinking about non-category features
• I’ve said that projection from a maximal projection makes it transparent to dependencies across it.
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– That’s technically true. But that doesn’t necessarily mean it is transparent to movement.

* If movement is another kind of feature checking (like all Merge), the right features have
to get projected, or else checking will occur in situ.

• We saw that category features get consumed by selection, to produce checked versions of those
features

• From that perspective, features not involved in selection should project indefinitely, like checked
features, and crucially only from complements.

(30) Projection of non-selected features
[wh][ϕ][·V·][·D·][·N·]

[V ][wh][ϕ][·D·][·N·]

[D][wh][ϕ][·N·]

[D][wh][ϕ][·N·]

[N ][wh][ϕ]D
[·N·]

Spec

...

V
[·D·]

v
[·V·]

• Prediction 1: by default, feature-checking operations involving non-category features occur at a
distance

(31) Wh-checking without movement
[·wh·][·V·][·D·][·N·]

[wh][·V·][·D·][·N·]

[wh][·V·][·D·][·N·]

[V ][wh][·D·][·N·]

DP[D][wh][·N·]

[N ][wh]D
[·N·]

V
[·D·]

v
[·V·]

...

C
[·wh·]

• Prediction 2: only wh-features on complements are accessible to wh-checking. The projection
algorithm prevents the features of specifiers from projecting.

(32) No Wh-checking by specifiers
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[·wh·][·V·][·D·]

[·V·][·D·]

[·V·][·D·]

[V ][·D·]

[V ][·D·]

XPV
[·D·]

DP[D][wh][·N·]

[N ][wh]D
[·N·]

v
[·V·]

...

C
[·wh·]

• In what follows, I’ll show that the distribution of [·wh·] is predictable from the feature projection
algorithm→ captures successive cyclic movement

3.2.1 Wh-movement

• Two puzzles

1. Why aren’t all languages wh-in-situ?

2. How do specifiers ever control wh-dependencies?

• Proposal: the answer to the second question answers the first, and gives us clause-medial successive
cyclicity in the process.

– Illustrating the problem: first specifiers don’t project their features – there is therefore no path
to them, their features can’t be used to check [·wh·] in situ either.

(33) If C is looking for wh-features on the subject, it can’t find them because [·wh·] is not
one of the projected features on C’s sister

[·T·][·wh·]

TP{...}

vP[·V·][·D·]

v′[·V·][·D·][·D·]

VP[·D·]

DPV
[·D·]

v
[·V·]
[·D·]

DP[wh]

T
...

C
[·T·]

[·wh·]

– In order for C to check its [·wh·] feature, the subject must check some other [·wh·] earlier in
the derivation, i.e. upon first merge or when it moves to Spec TP (in languages with that kind
of subject movement).

(34) If the subject checks a [·wh·] in situ, a path of [·wh·] gets projected to C, leading it to
attract the subject.
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[·T·][·wh·]

[·T·][·wh·][·wh·]

TP{...[·wh·]}

vP[·V·][·D·][·wh·]

v′[·V·][·D·][·D·][·wh·]

VP[·D·]

DPV
[·D·]

v
[·V·]
[·D·]
[·wh·]

<DP[wh] >

T
...

C
[·T·]

[·wh·]

DP[wh]

– Two birds with one stone: if a language has a [·wh·] on v, wh-subjects are not only accessible
for wh-movement, but wh-objects are inaccessible for wh-in-situ.

(35) Complements can’t check [·wh·] on C at a distance if v has [·wh·]
[·T·][·wh·]

TP{...[·wh·]}

vP[·V·][·D·][·wh·]

v′[·V·][·D·][·D·][·wh·]

VP[·D·][wh]

DP[wh]V
[·D·]

v
[·V·]
[·D·]
[·wh·]

DP

T
...

C
[·T·]
[·wh·]

• Side effect: we probably need V to have [·wh·] as well, so direct object specifiers can also wh-move.

(36) Objects check a [·wh·] in situ as well, projecting a path of [·wh·] to v and C, leading to
clause-medial and final successive cyclic wh-movement.

TP{...[·wh·]}

vP[·V·][·D·][·wh·]

v′[·V·][·D·][·wh·][·wh·]

v′[·V·][·D·][·D·][·wh·][·wh·]

VP[·D·][·wh·]

V′[·D·][·wh·]

PPV
[·D·]
[·wh·]

<DP[wh] >

v
[·V·]
[·D·]
[·wh·]

DP

<DP[wh] >

T
...

C
[·T·]
[·wh·]

DP[wh]
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• In sum: having [·wh·] on argument introducing heads blocks wh-in-situ, and makes all arguments
accessible for wh-movement.

• Parametric variation: Not having [·wh·] on argument introducing heads leads to wh-checking at a
distance (i.e. wh-in-situ), and only by complements.

– Some fun pied-piping predictions:

* If a language only has [·wh·] on C heads, it should look wh-in-situ within a single clause,
but long distance object movement should trigger pied-piping of TP.

(37) Long distance wh-movement via pied-piping

[·wh·]

[·wh·]

[·wh·]

TP[wh]

[wh]

vP [wh]

v′[wh]

VP[wh]

DP[wh]V

v

DP

...

T

C
[·wh·]

...

...

C
[·wh·]

* If a language only has [·wh·] on C and v, but not V, then subjects will wh-move like usual,
but objects will only move if they are complements, and they will pied-pipe VP.

(38) Local object movement pied-pipes VP

TP[·wh·]

[·wh·]

vP[·wh·]

v′[·wh·]

VP[wh]

DP[wh]V

v
[·wh·]

DP

...

T

C
[·wh·]

– Lots of puzzles to work out, such as why is pied-piping ever optional?

(39) Optional pied-piping of P
a. Who did Sue buy a picture of?
b. Of whom did Sue buy a picture?
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• In this system, the only way to get wh-movement of specifiers is to have a particular distribution of
[·wh·] features on heads.

– These features make wh-specifiers visible to higher probes, but also trigger successive cyclic
wh-movement of wh-complements.

– The system therefore offers a partial solution to the question of why wh-movement is succes-
sive cyclic through various positions – it’s a prerequisite for having wh-movement of partic-
ular arguments.

• Why is wh-movement successive cyclic through the edge of CP? (you might ask)

– I think this problem has a boring answer:

* For wh-movement to matrix Spec CP to be possible, C must have [·wh·].
* If all C heads have the same syntactic features, then every C has [·wh·]→ wh-movement

travels through the edge of every CP.

* This feature can unproblematically go unchecked in the absence of a wh-phrase (Pre-
minger, 2014; Longenbaugh, 2019).

• Takeaway:

– The distribution of [·wh·] tells us what positions wh-movement must target.

– The kinds of elements that are permitted to wh-move heavily constrain the distribution of
[·wh·].

– Phase theory: the result of these pressures on the distribution of [·wh·]

4 Conclusion
• The logic of the approach:

– Every instance of Merge takes two sets of features as input and projects some set of features
as an output.

– Two things tell us about the output

1. An [·X·] licensing Merge suppresses a corresponding [X] on its sister.
2. If one of the sisters is a maximal projection, whether it projects depends on whether its

sister is a head.

– Projection of [·X·] creates paths, which guide probes to their goals via Minimal Search.

• Main results:

– Intervention effects are as easy as ever.

– Complements are always transparent; non-complements are opaque, yielding the CED.
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– Places constraints on the distribution of [·wh·], to license movement of specifiers → phase
theory

• Some puzzles and avenues:

– Optional pied-piping

– ϕ-agreement?
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